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- Nearly half of the urban fabric 

expected to exist by 2050 must 

still be constructed 

– India, China and Nigeria account 

for 37% of this additional growth
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why should 
cities focus 
on improving 

their 
management 

of 
resources? 
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IABR 2014:

‘Urban by Nature’



Energy 2

Materials 2

(Fernandez, 2010)
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$90 trillion expenditure on urban infrastructure 2015-2030: 5% extra

to decarbonize it – Global Commission on Climate and Economy
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what are the implications of current trends on 
urban resource demand?
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Urban DMC = 40 bt 

– over 50% of total 

DMC in 2010 

BAU to 2050 = 89bt: 

ave of 12.5t/c/y & 

highly unequal (still 

slums)

116% increase in 

urban material 

consumption – pop 

increases by 78%

85bt

Baseline assumptions for each region: population; income growth; 

land-use and density; DMC/cap & total   



Percentage change in urban total domestic material consumption 

by aggregate world regions
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Growth in urban land area by 

region and globally, 2010-

2050 if historic trend of 

dedensification of -2% pa 

continues

- much of the most 

intensively farmed land 

surrounds the cities 

- target: remain within the 

1m – 1.5 m Km2 

boundary  

over 2.5 m Km2
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Urban domestic material consumption (DMC) in aggregate world 

regions – converging in a corridor of 8-17t/c/y by 2050

Convergence

Corridor of 8-17

tons/capita

IRP target = 

6-8 t/c/y – saving

of 44 bt/a



Target for urban DMC by 2050

• IRP target proposed to OWG on SDGs: 6-8 t/c/y

• Reduction from 12.5 t/c/y to 6-8 t/y/c = reduction of 
44 billion tons from 89bt to 45 bt per annum

• Factor 2 improvement in resource efficiency

• more equal? more inclusive? – depends on governance
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how can spatial planning help cities to 
manage their resources better? 
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Design criteria for limiting sprawl:

• forget about average densities – leads to compact city notion that 
can be dysfunctional

• hierarchical network of high density nodes interconnected with mass 
transit – average densification becomes an emergent outcome, not a 
policy objective

• minimum of 15 000 people/km2

• Nnarrow streets, short blocks, 5-8 stories – no superblocls, wide 
streeets

• 80-100 intersections/km2

• high floor-land area- ratios
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• Energy efficient commercial 
buildings

• Bus rapid transition systems

• District energy systems

• (waste – not enough data)
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LCA of infrastructure 

alternatives to assess 

resource efficiency 

potential:

• literature review

• model of 84 cities

• with and without

densification 
Lagos BRT

New York’s biogas 

digesters

how can alternative infrastructure choices help cities to manage 
resource better?  
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Socio-technical system Resource efficient technology Baseline technology Functional unit

Transportation Bus rapid transit (BRT), diesel and electric Passenger cars (gasoline) Passenger kilometers

Waste Composting, recycling, reduced packaging,

waste-to-energy and waste reduction

Landfill, incineration & waste 

collection

Ton of waste processed / avoided

Commercial Buildings Green-certified buildings (ASHRAE and LEED) Typical office buildings m2 floor space

Heating & Cooling District energy (heating and cooling) using waste

heat

Boilers, furnaces and air-

conditioning units

kWh

Socio-technical

system

Resource efficient 

technology

Baseline

technology

Functional unit

Transportation Bus rapid transit (BRT), diesel 

and electric

Passenger cars 

(gasoline)

Passenger kilometers

Waste Composting, recycling, 

reduced packaging, waste-to-

energy and waste reduction

Landfill, 

incineration & 

waste collection

Ton of waste 

processed / avoided

Commercial

Buildings

Green-certified buildings

(ASHRAE and LEED)

Typical office 

buildings

m2 floor space

Heating & 

Cooling

District energy (heating and

cooling) using waste heat

Boilers, furnaces 

and air-

conditioning units

kWh



• implementation of resource 

efficient technologies 

WITHOUT densification in 84 

global cities: 24 - 47% 

reduction in the life cycle 

environmental and resource 

impacts by 2050 compared to 

Baseline Scenario

• implementation of resource 

efficient technologies WITH 

densification in 84 global 

cities: 36 - 54% reduction in 

the life cycle environmental 

and resource impacts by 2050 

compared to Baseline Scenario
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Case studies – USA, India and China 
(IRP Base Report by Anu Ramuswami et al)

Inter-sectoral infrastructure interventions in selected cities using actual bottom-up data 

on resource flows in the follow sectors:

• building and construction sector

• energy supply sector focusing on electricity supply

• heat energy supply, incorporating pre-utilization of waste heat from industrial 

resources

• travel behaviors and transportation

• water and wastewater treatment

• waste management

Case studies: Minneapolis, USA; Beijing and a highly industrial northern city of Kaifeng, 

China; Ahmedabad & Delhi, India
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how can integrated planning of infrastructure projects help
cities to manage their resources better? 



urban experimentation and governance….. 
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taking seriously the evolutionary potential of the present……

what types of governance and planning are required for
cities to transition  toward improved resource management?  



urban experimentation…

• Urban Experimentation: “An inclusive, practice-based and challenge-

led initiative designed to promote system innovation through social 

learning under conditions of deep uncertainty and ambiguity.” 

(Sengers et al in The Experimental City, 2016 – eds Evans, Karvonan, 

Ravan. )

• 21 case studies: state-led, market-led, citizen-led, technology-led 

market-led, technology-led and citizen-led 
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entrepreneurial state (Mariana Mazzucato) – state investment

in R&D and in risk reduction during the early phases of the 

Innovation cycle



Towards entrepreneurial governance of experimentation:

• towards a conception of entrepreneurial governance of urban 
experimentation, based on an overview of  changing forms of urban 
governance 

• shift from ‘competitive cities’ to ‘well-grounded cities’

• towards integrated planning – high density nodes interconnected with 
efficient and affordable mass transit

• working with hybridity in the cities of the global South 

• types of urban transition – state-driven, market-oriented, techno-fix 
and civil society-based

• only real certainty is that one-size-fits-all type of thinking won’t 
work

• building imaginaries of the future
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from corporatist urban

governance/competing cities

paradigm (race to the bottom,

unequal) 

entrepreneurial urban governance

of urban experimentation in 

well-ground cities rooted in inclusive

foundational and biophilic 

economies 



Towards experimental urban governance for the 21st century

• Policy and regulatory changes to support socio-technical experimentation and 

integrated sustainable urban planning

• New coalitions of policy actors, entrepreneurs, innovators, knowledge networks & civil 

society formations to multiply urban experiments at the household, neighbourhood & 

city levels 

• State actors must support durable innovation-oriented processes of engagement, 

commitment and investment 

• use the upsurge in infrastructure investments to leverage change

• new kinds of institutional configurations

• reconnecting with real natural landscapeslearning between experimental cities
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but its not just a socio-economic challenge….

• are cities where over-consumption will be 

concentrated, thus causing the destruction of 

our means of life?

• are they arenas of hope where innovation –

not just socio-technical innovation -

accelerates to the point where we find a way 

to be 9.5 billion people on a planet that is 

restored?

• does the prospect of a future of cities on a 

fragile planet call on us to rethink what it 

means to be human? ….can we dispense with 

‘othering’?    
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